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The crystallographical constants of variscite are then: Ortho-
rhombic,  o:b:c:0.8729: l :0 .9788.  Fo:  1.1225.  Habi t  octahedral .
Eight forms: c (001), a (100), d (120), e (012), r (lt3), i (112),
p QI I ) ,  s  (121) .

The optical properties of variscite from Arkansas are: optically
negative, 2V moderately large, Z is parallel to the elongation.
a :7 .562 ,  0 :1 .583 ,  T :1 .590 ,  7 -a :0 .028 .  The  i n te rmed ia te
index of refraction, B, of specimens from other localities varies
from 1.560 to 1.588 and the birefringence from 0.020 to 0.030. The
axial angle of the variscite from Striegis is 53o, that from Lucin is
57o. The dispersion of the optic axis is perceptible and p{v.

Variscite has the same composition as metavariscite, AlzOs.
P2Os.4H2O, as evidenced by analyses of material from Utah
(lucinite), Arkansas, Messbach, Striegis, Sardinia, etc. Its density
is nearly the same as that of metavariscite.

RADIO-DETECTOR MINERALS

Encan T. WuBnnv , W ash'ington, D. C.

In the paper by Roberts and Adamsl on radio-detector minerals

only tbirteen species were listed. The writer has tested a consider-

able number of additional ones, using a copper "cat's whisker"

and a simple crystal set, and has found about 75 to possess detector

properties. These are listed in table 1, arranged in the order

of their chief metall ic constituents in the periodic system. As is

well known, radio-detector properties are not constant for a given

mineral, but vary from one specimen to another, an<l even from one

form to another on a single crystal; in general, the maximum effect

obtained with each mineral is here recorded.
The relation of detector properties to the composition of the

minerals is very interesting. fn most cases sulfides detect better

than oxides, but occasionally the oxides may be superior, as with

manganese and zinc. Replacement of sulfur by seJenium may im-

prove the detector properties, as in argentite-aguilarite-nauman-
nite, but the reverse holds in stromeyerite-eucairite. The effects of

introducing tellurium or arsenic are likewise variable.
On comparing the list of detecting minerals with the table of low-

voltage conductors prepared by Davy and Farnham,2 a certain

l Am Mi.n.,7,13l-136, (1922).
2 Microscopic examination of the ore minerals. N. Y., 1920, p. 123.
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amount of correlation appears. With few exceptions' species which

might be expectecl to detect,.but prove not to do so, were found by

them to be non-conductors. Tetrahedrite occupies an anomalous

position, being classe<l as non-conducting, yet detecting well; but

the gradatior, irrto tennantite is a sufficient explanation' In

g.rr"iul the better detectors are found in the list of moderate con-

ioctors, ranging from pyrite with abouL 5/p conductivity to galena

with gOi,/o (co-patea with metallic copper as standard)'
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Noteworthy non-detectors (might be expected to detect, but do not)

* Possessing polar (hemimorphic) axes.

A modification of that theory is accordingly here suggested,
namely, that the layers (or groups) of l ike atoms must exhibit
one-sided attraction for assemblages of electrons. There are two
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That the presence of certain impurities, with the corresponding

Suulrany. About 75 minerals which have been found to possess

more or less radio-detector properties are tabulated with respect

to their compositions. Sulfides are usually better than oxides of

the same metals, selenides sometimes better than sulfides' Most

of these minerals are moderate cond.uctors of low-voltage electric-

ity. The theory of Roberts and Adams that sensitive spots

on crystals are merely layers composed wholly of one kind of atom

is shown to be insufficient, and a modification is suggested' In

some cases such layers are perpendicular to "hemimorphic" or

polar axes, and the detector properties may be due to the corre-

sponding one-sided attraction of the electron layers' In most

minerals the presence of certain impurities improves the detector

properties, which may be due to resulting irregularities in the

ityitut structure, with corresponding one-sided attractive forces

holding groups of electrons.

A REEXAMINATION OF BEAUMONTITE FROM

BALTIMORE1

Eanr V. Su.e,NNoN, U. S. Nationol Museum

Beaumontite, described as a new mineral from Baltimore in

1839 by Levy and named. after Elie de Beaumont,2 was the subject

1 Published by permission of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.

This paper is the iourth preliminary paper on subjects of interest developed in the

aorr." of an investigation of the minerals of Maryland undertaken in cooperation

with the Maryland State Geological Survey.
'F. Michel Lcy: L'institut, No. 313, p. 455; Berzelius Jahrsbericht' 20'

217, (1840); London & Edinb. PhiI. Mag., Feb. 1840'




